Deep Meaningful Connections
Yes We are here with you now and forever. We watch on with love as you navigate the ups and downs
of life. But it is time to get off the treadmill if you choose. It is time to take on a new perspective. It is time
to participate more fully in your human life, but to rise above it more of the time. Take a deep breath and
feel Us deeply. Let go of your limitations that want to keep you locked in your physical vessel. There is
so much more to life than the human experiences you have in this temporary sojourn called my life. Your
human life is but a mere speck compared with all of Life. Don’t get Us wrong, your life is very important.
For everything you do, say, think, become, affects the Totality of Life. You and every living thing in the
many Universes of the Source add much to life.
But alas you can’t see that or comprehend it because you choose to see your life from the perspective of
separateness. We understand why you do so. To stay safe. To open yourself to connect with a wider
Circle of Life can be scary. It can be very intimidating. To open up and connect to more of life can leave
you feeling very vulnerable. And by remaining separate you believe it is safer. Of course We see you
engage with other human beings, you have acquaintances, friends, colleagues and many even engage
in close romantic relationships. You do the best you can to not be alone, to not be separate. But the
connections you seek are somewhat superficial, even the deepest romantic or physical relationships.
We are speaking of the deepest of deep connections with other living things. Some of you have been
fortunate enough to enjoy connecting with Mother Nature, to take walks in the forest. And in so doing
you sometimes begin to feel a closeness to the trees, the plants, the flowers and even the animals in the
forest. Often you can feel a very deep connection to the nature around you. You are not having a
conversation with the nature you and yet you are feeling a very deep connection. If you are fortunate
your Youness, so to speak, disappears and you become more at One with the beautiful nature around
you. For the lucky ones the sense of separation that is all too often present in your human life dissipates.
To a certain degree you have merged with the Nature around you. The distinction between what is you
and what exists in Mother Nature disappears. You, the trees, the leaves, the foliage, the flowers, the
forest animals are all connected. And We are sure you would agree it feels very pleasant.
That is because true connection, true uniting always feels pleasant. It is part of your DNA to feel more at
ease, more accepting, more comfortable when you are in a state of connecting to other forms of Life.
The Unity of Living things feels good, it feels right, it feels safe, it feels loving.
And so now We ask the question – “if it feels so good to be connected to other forms of life, why don’t
you do it more often?”
In the example We described to you it may seem easier to understand connecting to life in Nature, but
many of you find it difficult and challenging to connect at the same level of deepness with other human

beings. Why is that? If connecting deeply to other life forms feels so satisfying, so fulfilling, why are not
more of you connecting on a regular basis with the close to 7.5 billion humans on your planet?
Connecting deeply to human life beyond yourself is very satisfying and yet it occurs so seldom on your
planet. Don’t get Us wrong there is a multitude of human connection that occurs every moment of every
day on your planet. Human interaction for many is a necessity on planet Earth. But Our message today
is not about the superficial, trivial connections that human beings have with each other, and that goes for
what are described as the deeper romantic connections. Even those We would challenge are often not
to the true depth that are the profound connecting moments of life with life.
Back to Our example earlier of a human connecting with Mother Nature in the forest. For those who
have experienced this We are sure you would agree that the depth of connection exceeds the depth of
most connections you have had with another human being. “Why is that?” you ask. Because in your true
and deep connection to Nature you let go of your Youness. You let go of your humanness with all its
limitations, you let go of your ego, you let go of trying to prove your worth. You allow your humanness to
melt away and connect with Nature at the level of your true Essence. Many of you have also been
fortunate enough to experience this deep meaningful connection with the Divine. Many have developed
very deep spiritual connections with the Invisible World, like the translator of this message. Once again
these connections are deep and meaningful because you drop your humanness. And as We have said
moving from separation to Oneness, to a place of deep connection is a very profound experience.
So if that is the case then why are not more of you connecting in this very deep and meaningful way with
each other?
And We believe the answer is you fear a deeper connection with other humans because by doing so you
open yourself up to attack. Yes you fear that by opening yourself up in your vulnerable state you will be
attacked by the other. That you may begin to feel inadequate. That you may be taken advantage of. So
you choose to protect yourself against this potential attack. You choose not to open yourself up fully like
you did when you had the profound connection with nature or the Divine.
And so the 7.5 billion beautiful human beings that inhabit the wonderful planet of free choice walk
around separate from each other afraid to connect deeply with their fellow Soul brothers and sisters.
They sentence themselves to a life of separation denying themselves what they so desperately search
for – connection – Unity – Oneness. Yes you can satisfy your yearning to feel connected, to feel a part of
something bigger in a safe and loving way when you allow yourself to connect with nature or the Source,
but that is not enough to satisfy you. You crave more. But the only way you can get more is to learn how
to connect in a deeper way with your fellow human beings. We are not saying it won’t be challenging,
but it can be done.
Begin by connecting with the love that is deep within you. Begin by connecting with the feeling you get
when you connect with the Divine or Mother Nature. Connect with the feeling of worthiness that you
were born with. Let go of your ego. Let go of your sense of self. Let go of what makes you unique. Let go
of all that defines you in human form. Open your heart wide and fill it with that Infinite Love that is always
available to you. Cover yourself in white light. Call upon your Angels and guides to protect you and to
assist you in truly opening up wide so you may connect deeply and meaningfully with another human
being. We suggest you begin to practice this first with people you know and are somewhat close to.
Someone you can trust that does not want to hurt you. Muster the courage to drop the wounded ego,
open your heart fully and connect deeply with another human being. Notice how it feels. If it feels
amazing then you have truly connected. If it doesn’t feel that amazing then you haven’t truly connected
on the deepest level. That doesn’t matter. Just try again, and again. The more humans who are
dedicated to finding deep connections with their human brothers and sisters the more your world will
begin to change. You will slowly move from a world of separation to one of Unity. A greater

understanding will begin to surface amongst the citizens of your planet. Peace will soon become a real
possibility. There will be less armed conflicts. All this will occur because more and more of you are
having meaningful, deep connections with each other. The separateness that now feels so prevalent in
your world will slowly give way to a Unity rarely witnessed on your planet. It is time if you choose to learn
the art of deep, meaningful connections with your fellow human inhabitants on your planet.
We bring you this message from a place of love. We are here with you anytime you wish to connect with
Us. Our love for you is unconditional and everlasting.
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